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ACTION AF-08

INFO OCT-01 ISO-00 CIAE-00 EB-07 INR-07 LAB-04 NSAE-00

PA-02 SIL-01 USIA-15 PRS-01 /046 W
---------------------     119772

R 281020Z OCT 76
FM AMEMBASSY ACCRA
TO AMEMBASSY DAKAR
INFO USDOC WASHDC
SECSTATE WASHDC 5003

UNCLAS ACCRA 7894

E.O. 11652: N/A
TAGS: BEXP SG GH
SUBJ: DAKAR INTERNATIONAL TRADE FAIR (1976)

REF: DAKAR 6788

NEITHER GHANA INTERNATIONAL TRADE FAIR (ALSO RESPONSIBLE FOR
GHANAIAN PARTICIPATION FOREIGN FAIRS) NOR MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION HAVE INFORMATION ON GHANAIAN VIPS ATTENDING DAKAR
FAIR. SELECTION OF OFFICIAL DELEGATION FOR DAKAR WILL LIKELY
BE MADE AT LAST MINUTE. SUGGEST EMBASSY SEND UNADDRESSED
INVITATIONS WITH PAVILION BROCHURES TO EMBASSY ACCRA FOR
FORWARDING.
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